**MS241/10 Alphabetical sequence**

**MS241/10/1/1** Helsinki Accord: manuscript notes; Aspen Report; Declaration of Principles; Principle IX; legal interpretations 1976-9

**MS241/10/1/2** Helsinki Final Act—non-Jewish monitoring of proposals: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; United States Congressional and House of Representatives; literature; Subcommittee on International Political and Military Affairs; World Council of Churches; Council of Europe; manuscript notes 1976-9

**MS241/10/1/3** Helsinki Final Act—events, detente, Basket Three: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German 1976-7

**MS241/10/1/4** Helsinki Final Act; Soviet response to Detente - newspaper cuttings, in English and German, Radio Free Europe Research, Radio Liberty Research: soviet reports, in English; 'Basket Three' 1976-7

**MS241/10/1/5** Helsinki, Final Act - CSCE Conference papers - 'The Human Dimension': unofficial translations and transcripts of delegates' speeches 1990

**MS241/10/1/6** Helsinki Monitoring, non Jewish - newspaper cuttings, in English, French and German; monitoring reports; religion, cultural contacts and information 1976

**MS241/10/1/7** Helsinki monitoring: anti-Semitism; "Prisoners of Conscience"; harassment of Soviet Jewry; newspaper cuttings, in English; 'Insight' publication; Soviet views of American anti-semitism 1976

**MS241/10/1/8** Helsinki monitoring: IJA publication, 'Helsinki, the Final Act and Soviet Jewry', by Steephen J. Roth; report to the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, 2 December, 1976; publication on 'Hearings before the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, Basket II, January, 1977' 1976-7

**MS241/10/1/9** Helsinki monitoring - newspaper cuttings, in English, French and German: the United States and Soviet dissidents; the Carter administration 1977

**MS241/10/1/10** Helsinki monitoring- Eastern Europe's response: newspaper cuttings, in English, French and Hungarian; Radio Free Europe research; articles from the 'New Times' 1976

**MS241/10/1/11** Helsinki monitoring: newspaper cuttings, in English, German and Russian: human contacts - post; parcels; gifts/cash; general; information: the loss or confiscation of post intended for Jews resident in the Soviet Union; increased duty on parcels; correspondence from Soviet Postal Services; new Soviet tax on currency gifts from abroad; telephone disconnections after calls from the West; 1975-7

**MS241/10/1/12** Helsinki monitoring: newspaper cuttings, articles from the 'New Times'; article from 'International Affairs, Moscow, no. 2, February 1977, "Towards a Europe of Security and Cooperation", by N. Yuryev 1977

**MS241/10/1/13** Helsinki monitoring - Council of Europe reports; handwritten 1977-80
notes; 'International Affairs' article on the "Fifth Anniversary of Helsinki Conference"; article by Richard Totterman, "Some Principles of International Law as Reflected in the Final Act of the CSCE";

MS241/10/1/14 Helsinki monitoring - National Council for Soviet Jewry correspondence; religious and cultural contact, Jewish and non Jewish; House of Representatives testimony from Jerry Goodman, Executive Director, National Conference on Soviet Jewry; World Jewish Congress Memorandum on monitoring Helsinki Final Act; Helsinki Agreement Watchdog Committee material

MS241/10/1/15 Helsinki monitoring - Soviet persecution of dissidents; 'Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, Reports of Helsinki Accord Monitors in the Soviet Union', February, 1977; monitoring by Soviet Jewish citizens, the arrest of Yurii Orlov; Radio Liberty special reports


MS241/10/1/16 publication of the International Conference of the World Conference on Soviet Jewry for CSCE Meeting, Budapest 15 October-25 November, 1985, "The Problems of Jewish Culture in the USSR"

MS241/10/1/17 CSCE meeting, Moscow, 1991: unofficial and unchecked transcripts of delegates' opening speeches

MS241/10/1/18 CSCE meetings, Copenhagen, 1990, Moscow 1991 - proposals for consideration

MS241/10/1/19 CSCE, Moscow, 1991 - lists of delegates, transcripts of their opening statements

MS241/10/2/1 Neo Nazi and Right extremist organisations in Europe: preparatory survey material for review of groups and individuals, probably by the IJA Documentation and Research Unit, 1981

MS241/10/2/2 Survey of Neo Nazi and Right Extremist groups in Europe n.d.

MS241/10/2/3 Information and accompanying letter, from the IJA, to members of the WJC European Branch, regarding European neo Nazi, right extremist and ultra conservative organisations in Europe, May, 1981

MS241/10/2/4 Report, in French, on French far right and extremist groups and publications n.d.c

MS241/10/2/5 Three reports entitled 'Hostile Organisations and Persons (Extreme Right and Neo Nazis)': two, in English, number 3, 1981/1, and number 4, 1982/3; one copy in Hebrew script, 1981

MS241/10/2/6 Reports, in English, French, Dutch and Hebrew script on antisemitism and Neo Nazism in Europe: 'EEC Monitor'; ADL 'Euronotes', copies of Vol 1, July 1981, one in English, one in French; magazine in Hebrew script; W.J.C. reports; report, in Dutch on European neo fascism in Western Europe, "Fascisme, Neonazi en Rechts - extremisms in West Europa", 'Aktuele Informatie', no. 28; 'Rascisme I' and 'Rascisme II', reports, in French, by Madeleine Barot and the "Racisme" group of the
Protestant Federation of France; 'Federations Internationale des Resistants' publication, 1/2/85; press cuttings, in English; WJC correspondence with the Secretary General of the Council of Europe, 4 July, 1978; IJA report, copies in English and French on Neo Nazi activity and propaganda in Europe, June, 1978; IJA Research Report, July 1978

MS241/10/2/7 Press cuttings, articles and reports, in English, French, German and Hebrew script; 'Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte', 9 November, 1990; Report on the Findings of the Committee of Inquiry into Racism and Xenophobia, July, 1990; CIDI correspondence, in Dutch and English, with IJA regarding the promulgation, in Holland, of anti-semitic material by the National Socialist Irish Workers Party; 'Jewish Affairs' article, "Europe's New Wave of Anti Semitism", December, 1980; European Journal of Political Research 9, 1981, "Contemporary Right Wing Extremism in Western European Democracies: A Review Article"; transcript of Moscow home service radio commentary by Igor Surgachev

MS241/10/2/8 Anti Semitism - Press cuttings and reports, in English, French, German and Hebrew script: Council of Europe material, 'Semaine Europeene de la Jeunesse', July, 1985; article in French, from '?Regards' -"Extreme Droite: la Percee Europeene"; 'Cahiers Bernard Lazare' article, in French, "Le Racisme a l'Ordre du Jour... Racisme et Pluralisme Culturel"; copy, in English, of the Oslo Declaration, 1983; 'Israelitisches Wochenblatt' article - "Antisemitismus in Europa: Alte Lugren, Neue Hetze", July, 1983; ADL news release

MS241/10/2/9 The 1989 European Parliamentary elections - press cuttings and articles, in English, French and German; 'Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte', October, 1989; copy of 'Frankfurter Allgemeine'

MS241/10/3/1 Israel-PLO Accord 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German - includes draft of September 13 Declaration of Principles; Yasser Arafat and Yitzhak Rabin Sep 1993-Feb 11 94

MS241/10/3/2 Israel-PLO Peace Accord 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German; press cuttings, in English, French and German - peace negotiations in the aftermath of the Hebron Massacre; Yasser Arafat and Yitzhak Rabin

MS241/10/3/3 Israel-PLO Peace Accord 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German: the signing of the Gaza-Jericho Pact, May 5; the issue of borders raised by Yasser Arafat; Yitzhak Rabin; reaction within Israel and in Arab countries; the Felix Houphouet-Boigny Peace Prize

MS241/10/3/4 Israel-PLO Peace Accord 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German: Gaza, the sealing and reopening of the borders, October; West Bank and Gaza elections proposals

MS241/10/3/5 Israeli-PLO Peace Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German, November-December

MS241/10/3/6 Israeli-PLO Peace Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English: economic development - foreign aid and investment

MS241/10/3/7 Israeli-PLO Peace Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English: PLO personalities; assassinations; official statements; elections; social
issues

MS241/10/3/8 Israel-PLO Peace Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English: Multilaterals - general developments; regional economic development; Arab Israeli trade; water; arms control, regional security; environment; refugees

MS241/10/3/9 Israel-PLO Peace Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English: External response - Arab world; United States; European Union; United Kingdom

MS241/10/3/10 Israel-PLO Peace Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German: Jewish settlers and settlements; Jerusalem; policing and security, including borders; Palestinian refugees; prisoners

MS241/10/3/11 Israel-PLO Peace Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German: autonomy; Jericho; Gaza; Infrastructure - transport and communications; Palestinians and self-government; tourism; welfare; housing; education; taxation

MS241/10/3/12 Israel-PLO Peace Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English: opinion polls; Israeli; Palestinian; United States; general attitudes of Israeli Arabs

MS241/10/3/13 Israel-PLO Peace Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German: Palestinian rejectionists, including Hamas, PFLP, DFLP; Israeli opposition; Hizbullah; Iran and others

MS241/10/3/14 Israel-PLO Peace Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English and French: the Taba negotiations, October 13; suspension of talks, November; Jerusalem Post copies of the formal exchange of letters between Yasser Arafat and Yitzhak Rabin, September, 1993 and Israel-PLO agreement

MS241/10/3/15 Israel-PLO Peace Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German: peace negotiations, the general response; Jerusalem Post articles

MS241/10/3/16 Israel-PLO Peace Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German: response of U.S Jews to the negotiations; PLO proposals of Israeli peace agreements with Syria, Lebanon and Jordan; accounts of the history of the Peace Accord; articles by Conrad Black, principle shareholder of the Jerusalem Post; BIPAC report, "The Israeli Palestinian Declaration of Principles, Background Paper"; Israeli London Embassy release; Palestinian opposition to the Accord

MS241/10/3/17 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English and French: general; personalities; social issues; Jerusalem Post interview with Yitzhak Rabin, October

MS241/10/3/18 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German: Palestinian and Arab opposition to the peace process - 'The Alliance of Palestinian Forces'; clashes between Islamic activists and Palestinian police; Abu Nidal; Kach terrorists, the Hebron Massacre; anti State of Israel Jews, including Satmar Rebbe Teitelbaum and Rabbi Moshe Hirsch

MS241/10/3/19 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German: economic developments, international contributions, including the proposed payment of Palestinian police by the United...
Nations; World Bank grant of 58 million dollars to the Palestinian Authority for emergency projects; West Bank taxation

MS241/10/3/20 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German, 'Middle East' Reports: conflict within the PLO leadership; taxation on the West Bank; Hanan Ashrawi; Palestinian autonomy and its implementation

Jan 1994-Jan 95

MS241/10/3/21 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English: prisoners; refugees; settlers; security; policing, including provision of uniforms and equipment from abroad;

1994

MS241/10/3/22 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994 - external response - press cuttings, in English, French and German: Moscow; United States; Germany; Greece; Jordan; Great Britain; 'Jerusalem Letter/Viewpoints', "The Israel-Disapora Relations and the Peace Process"; 'Survey of Arab Affairs', " The Israel-PLO Agreement: Palestinian Perspectives"

1994

MS241/10/3/23 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994 - Palestinian autonomy - press cuttings, in English, French and German: the reception, in Gaza, of Palestinian autonomy; Gaza-Jericho pact; housing projects; taxation

May-Jul 94

MS241/10/3/24 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994 Palestinian autonomy - press cuttings, in English, French and German: police operations and security; Yasser Arafat's return to Palestine, July, 1994; Personalities; Palestinian police and Palestinian anti Accord protests; Hamas opposition

Jun-Dec 1994

MS241/10/3/25 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German: Palestinian affairs, press censorship, dialogue with Islamic fundamentalists; transfer of health and taxation from Israeli to Palestinian authorities

1994

MS241/10/3/26 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994 - press cuttings in English: water supply to Gaza

1994

MS241/10/3/27 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994 - 'Middle East' reports on Israeli Arabs

1994

MS241/10/3/28 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994: press cuttings relating to opinion polls

1994

MS241/10/3/29 Israel-PLO Accord, 1994 - press cuttings, in English, French and German: Jerusalem: 'Jerusalem Bill' passing first Knesset reading; Ehud Olmert, Mayor of Jerusalem, his orchestrated opposition to Arafat's proposed visit to Jerusalem to pray;

1994


MS241/10/4/2 Jewish Involvements - press cuttings, in English and French:
'Jewish Vanguard' articles: "Israel and the Hostile left", Paul Rose, February, 1970, "Leon Trotsky and the New Left", Dr S. Levenberg, November, 1969; article, in French, regarding the New Left in France, its attitude towards both Jews and Israel, before and after 1966; articles addressing the alleged alienation of Jewish youth from Judaism, the New Left; 'Israel Horizons' article,"Jewish Students Astr in France", Henry Bulawko, October, 1970; 'Le Temps Modernes' article, "Sionisme ou Semitisme", Uri Avnery, (?April 1959); 'Hadassah' article, "On the March for Equality", December, 1969

MS241/10/4/3 Jewish Involvements, America - press cuttings, in English, French and Spanish including: 'A Guide to Jewish Students Groups 1971', compiled and edited by Ann Rothstein, (North American Jewish Students Network); ; 'Midstream', 'Jewish Spectator', "Jewish Students’ Power", Jeffrey Stutz, October, 1970; miscellaneous articles, including: Jewish intellectuals, the Jewish communities of Latin America, America and the Jewish New Left; articles on youth and student activism including: Black Power; the Weathermen; 'OZ' features on Timothy Leary; campus unrest; Herbert Marcuse

MS241/10/4/4 Jewish Involvements - IJA reference material, periodical and article listings


Conference on the Future Leadership of British Jewry: Agendas and lists of participants


Material on Leadership Within the Jewish Community - publications by: 'Young Jewish Leadership Institute'; 'Leadership Leads'; 'Council of Jewish Federations';

Conference on the Future Leadership of British Jewry - miscellaneous material, including lists of participants; some discussion papers; transcript of Stephen Roth's 'Final Summing Up' of the conference; attached - conference folders containing list of participants and "Some Leadership Training Activities in the USA"


PLO/Neo Nazi links - press cuttings, in English, French, German and Hebrew script: Zionist Organisation of America correspondence and press release, regarding a White House meeting discussing Yasser Arafat and international terrorist
groups, July 20, 1983; Karl Heinz Hoffmann and Wehrsportegruppe Hoffmann; 'Quarterly Report Canadian Jewish Congress', "Ultra-Right and Palestinian Terrorism in Europe", by Erol Araf; press reports of training of German terrorists by PLO personnel; extract from Paul Wilkinson article in 'Fascism Now'; article, in French, 'L'OLP et le Terrorisme International'; Mehmet Agca - the attempted assassination of Pope John Paul II; the murder of Shlomo Lewin; printed unattributed confidential report, "PLO Ties with Radical Rightist Movements in Europe", 1981; Odfried Hepp

MS241/10/6/2 PLO Terrorism: press cuttings, in English, French and German: PLO terrorism in general; Achille Lauro hijacking trial; the Lockerbie plane crash; Istanbul synagogue bombing; London Israeli Embassy briefing, 'The Root Causes of Terrorism'; Carta publication, by Dr. Ariel Merari, 'PLO: the Core of Terrorism'; 'Palestine Post', Issue 15, September, 1984; United States Information Service - transcript of text of Secretary of State, Schultz's remarks on 'Terrorism and the Modern World'; 'Emergency Edition, the Palestine Report'

1980-6

MS241/10/7/1 Radio Free Europe: references to broadcasts on Radio Free Europe broadcast in Poland, (former) Czechoslovakia, (former) Yugoslavia and Romania

197-80

MS241/10/8/1 South Africa, antisemitism - press cuttings, printed matter, in English, Dutch and Hebrew script: records of alleged anti semitic incidents; Eugene Terre Blanche; 'South African Jewish Board of Deputies' publication, "Anti Semitism in South Africa"; Islamic Propagation Centre, anti Begin pamphlet; 'Review of Anti Semitic Elements and Events', December, 1980;1980

MS241/10/8/2 South Africa - press items of Jewish interest, compiled by the South African Jewish Board of Deputies

1981-2

MS241/10/8/3 South Africa - press items of Jewish interest, compiled by the South African Jewish Board of Deputies

1983-4

MS241/10/8/4 South Africa - press items of Jewish interest, compiled by the South African Jewish Board of Deputies

1985-6

MS241/10/8/5 South Africa - press items of Jewish interest, compiled by the South African Jewish Board of Deputies

1987-8

MS241/10/8/6 South Africa - press items of Jewish interest, compiled by the South African Jewish Board of Deputies

1989-91

MS241/10/8/7 South Africa - press cuttings - organisations of the Far Right

1980-91

MS241/10/9/1 Terrorism, 1978-80 - press cuttings, in English, German and Hebrew script, leaflet, in French, 'La Face Cachee du Terrorisme: La Filiere Sovietique; 'The New Republic' article, "The Seven Deadly Sins of Terrorism", Paul Johnson

1978-80

MS241/10/9/2 Terrorism - press cuttings, in English, French and German, "L'OLP et le Terrorisme International"; 'Review Essays', "The Source of World Terrorism", Leo Radsta; articles relating to Soviet influence and terrorism; the rise of "new Right" terrorists; 'Commentary' article, "Thinking about Terrorism", James Q. Wilson; reviews of Claire Stirling's book, "The Terror Network"

1980-1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>MS241/10/9/4 Terrorism - press cuttings, in English, French and German: the assassination of Issam Sartawi, April; 'Contemporary Affairs Briefing', vol 2, no. 7, April, 1983; 'Jerusalem Letter', January, 1983; AJC release, 15/12/83; subject list for conference on terrorism; 'The Israel Economist', July 1983; correspondence between Ariel Merari and Michael May; WJC memorandum relating to discussions at Pentagon and State Department, May 16 regarding terrorism; Robert Reilly article, &quot;The Downing of 007: Terrorism with a Political Purposes&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>MS241/10/9/5 Terrorism - press cuttings, in English, French, German and Hebrew script: 'Australia/Israel Review'; transcript of 'The World Today', 19, December, &quot;State Sponsored Terrorism&quot;; Rand Corporation article, by Bruce Hoffman &quot;Right Wing Terrorism in Europe Since 1980&quot;; articles on state sponsored terrorism; &quot;Carlos&quot; the international terrorist; 'American Jewish Congress Monthly', Jan/Feb 1984; 'Executive Intelligence Review', &quot;The Nazi Soviet Alliance Behind International Terrorism&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>MS241/10/9/6 Terrorism - press cuttings, in English, French, German and Hebrew script, transcripts from television and radio programmes, in English: 'The Village Voice' article on the assassination attempt on Pope John Paul II; Zionist Federation chart, &quot;Who's Who in the Palestinian Movement&quot;; 'Jerusalem Letter', &quot;Coping with Terror as a Media Event&quot;; Hansard report, 9 December, 1985; 'Backgrounder' article, &quot;In the U.S. War on Terrorism, Iran is the Enemy&quot;; 'The New Republic' article, by Walter Laqueur, &quot;Terrorists and Spies&quot;; Margaret Thatcher, Britains and terrorism - transcripts, including Margaret Thatcher's statement on terrorism, after meeting with Vice President Bush, issued 3 July, others related to terrorism; 'Orbis, a Journal of World Affairs'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>MS241/10/9/7 Terrorism - press cuttings, in English, French and German, transcripts from television and radio programmes, in English: transcript, 'World in Action', &quot;The Road to Damascus&quot;, issued 16.12.86; 'Congress Monthly', &quot;Terrorism: a Time for Anger&quot;, Phil Baum; Walter Laqueur articles, in English and German; the assassination of the Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme; 'Information Moyen Orient' article, in French, on terrorism and the media, by Katharine Graham, related articles, in English; call for papers for Aberdeen University 'Research on Terrorism: an International Academic Conference'; the United States and Libya; Hansard report, 7 May, 1986;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986-90</td>
<td>MS241/10/10/1 Terrorism—general: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or German; extracts from Hansard; press releases; Rand Corporation publications &quot;The potential terrorist threat to commercial nuclear facilities' and 'The contrasting ethical foundations of terrorism in the 1980s' by Brian Hoffman; United</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
States Department of State *Pattern of global terrorism*, 1986; text of a Radio 4 interview with the Home Secretary on the meeting of the European ministers; journal articles; Foreign and Commonwealth Office background brief; transcript of a *Panorama* programme on the siege of Paris

MS241/10/10/2 Terrorism—European meetings: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; extracts from *Hansard*; text of radio interviews and press conferences; `Statement by the Council of Europe, 29 November 1986'; press statements; Council of Europe European Conference of Ministers Responsible for Combating Terrorism paper: `Combating terrorism: collection of texts'; presidency statements of Douglas Hurd after emergency meetings of the European Community ministers on immigration and on terrorism 1984-6

MS241/10/10/3 Terrorism—other meetings: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; text of radio interview and report 1986-7

MS241/10/10/4 Terrorism—hijacking, hostages, Hamadi trial, Algerian deal: newspaper cuttings, some in German; text of United States newspaper commentary 1986-8

MS241/10/10/5 Terrorism—Syrian connection, Libyan connection, Iranian connection: newspaper cuttings, some in French; text of radio interview; information service papers; House of Commons Library research note 292 on Libya and international terrorism; Foreign and Commonwealth Office background brief paper `Qadhafi and Irish terrorism', 1986; ADL report `Qaddafi and Libyan terrorism 1980-1985'; extracts from *Hansard* 1986-8

MS241/10/10/6 Terrorism—Hindawi trial: newspaper cuttings, some in German or Hebrew; Foreign Office and Commonwealth Office background brief paper `The Hindawi case: Syrian connexions', 1986; text of an interview of the Prime Minister with journalists of *Le point*; extracts from *Hansard*; text of radio interviews and commentary; briefing papers 1986

MS241/10/11 Vatican II: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French or Hebrew script; United Nations Council for Education in World Citizenship information notes on the third assembly of the World Council of Churches, 1961; journal articles, some in French or German; World Jewish Congress British Section paper `The Vatican Council and the Jews': the Noah Barou Memorial Lecture'; press releases; `Notes on the second session of the ecumenical council' 1961-6

MS241/10/12/1 War crimes—general: newspaper and JTA cuttings; journal articles, some in French or German; biographical information on Robert Francis Greenwood, Director of the Special Investigations Unit, Australia; press releases 1991

MS241/10/12/2 War crimes—inquiry (Home Office): correspondence 1988

MS241/10/12/3 War crimes—First International Jerusalem Conference of Children of Holocaust Survivors: correspondence; press release; booklets 1988

MS241/10/12/4 War crimes—papers of Rabbi Leon Feldman: correspondence of Rabbi Leon Feldman; press releases; draft resolutions prepared by Rabbi Feldman to be submitted to the European Conference of Rabbis; aide de memoire, in French, on the Carmelite convent at Auschwitz; journal article `La Rivolta Palestinese' 1988
MS241/10/13/1 War criminals—general: newspaper, JTA and JCNS cuttings, some in French or German; media survey briefing paper; journal articles, some in German; typescript 'Report on the activities of former Nazi officers inside and outside Western Germany by a former allied staff (intelligence) officer', 1959; bibliographical reference 1959, 1984-90

MS241/10/13/2 War criminals—Berlin Document Centre: newspaper cuttings, mainly in German 1987-9

MS241/10/13/3 War criminals—United Nations War crimes file: newspaper cuttings, some in French or German; The killers' whereabouts are known by Vladimir Molchanov (Moscow, 1986); IJA research reports; Simon Wiesenthal Centre Response newsletters; Miroir de l'histoire Hitler special; correspondence, 1959 1959, 1983-7

MS241/10/13/4 War criminals—Nazi fugitives in Latin America, West Germany and Ukranians: newspapers and JTA cuttings, some in French, German or Hebrew script 1983-6

MS241/10/13/5 War criminals—case for Israel to try Nazis: newspaper cuttings, some in French or Hebrew script; Anti-Defamation League press release; Britain/Israel Public Affairs Committee and World Jewish Congress EEC monitor, 1982 1982-6

MS241/10/13/6 War criminals—the Vatican connection: newspaper, JTA, JCNFS cuttings, some in French or German; journal articles; later copies of papers of the Department of State office and American Public Affairs on emigration and the movement of people in and through, 1947; press release 1984; 1947: later copies


MS241/10/13/8 War criminals—Klaus Barbie: newspaper, JTA and JCNFS cuttings, some in French, German or Russian; journal articles; press releases; transcript of a Channel 4 programme 1971-91
MS241/10/13/9 War criminals—Josef Mengele: newspaper and JTA cuttings, some in French, German or Hebrew script; journal articles, in German; media monitoring service reports; copy of the carta de naturalización of Josef Mengele, 1959: later copy

MS241/10/14 World Zionist Organization press service papers

MS241/10/15/1 Zionism—anti-zionism, Israel-diaspora: newspaper cuttings, some in German or Hebrew script; manuscript notes; journal articles, some in Hebrew script; proposal for the committee on anti-zionism-anti-Semitism; summary of discussion of the committee and of the meeting of the 'younger generation' meeting; list of attendees; paper relating to an IJA survey on anti-Semitism; 'Zionism at 100' by Bernard Wasserstein; American Jewish Committee Foreign Affairs Department background paper; Jerusalem letter paper

MS241/10/15/2 Zionism—Jewish identity: newspaper cuttings, in Hebrew script; pamphlet in German; journal articles, in English, French or German; circulars; IJA research report 'The abuse of Zionism'

MS241/10/15/3 Zionism—study circle on contemporary Jewry and Zionist thought: proceedings of a 1979 session of a continuing seminar on zionist thought; 'Zionism is alive and well: some comments on "Is Zionism dead?"' by Rabbi Jeremy Rosen by Sidney Shipton (General Secretary, Zionist Federation of Great Britain and Ireland); notes on the discussion paper by Rabbi Rosen 'Is Zionism dead?'; circulars; correspondence; summary of proceedings; newspaper cuttings, mainly in Hebrew script, one in German; journal articles; extracts from books; copy of the typescript lecture, with manuscript annotations, and of the final lecture 'Israel and the diaspora: the relationship in perspective' by Israel Finestein; copies of Israel horizons; pamphlet on the zionist movement; manuscript notes; Congress monthly; Jewish frontier; extracts of articles; 'Zionist ideas' spring 1981 and 1982; produced by the Department of Development and Services, World Zionist Organization

1981-92

1969-75, 1978

1982-4

1981-4

1973-82